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Making the Grade: Allen Jack+Cottier embarks on new student housing in Western Australia
Sydney, 9 June 2009
Allen Jack+Cottier (AJ+C) continues its successful partnership with Campus Living Villages; a
collaboration that is well known for setting the benchmark for student accommodation in Australia.
Campus Living Villages asked AJ+C to join them in bidding for the addition of new student housing for
Edith Cowan University, Western Australia. The bid was successful and the design team, led by Principal
Michael Heenan and assisted by Project Architect Dua Cox, employed a winning approach by focussing
on building a strong sense of community throughout the proposal, in particular, making meaningful
connections between the new and the existing accommodation.
The student village is located at the Mount Lawley campus of Edith Cowan University in Western
Australia, approximately four kilometres from Perth. The project introduces an additional 355 beds,
expanding the established 166 to create a village atmosphere encompassing both old and new. The
design focuses on community, bringing together the main campus with the existing housing by means
of a communal and recreational central courtyard. The design also incorporates a series of interlinked
courtyards and pathways emphasising the progression from university, to communal, to private space.
This progression is further enhanced within the apartments, which house central social hubs for cooking/
dining and individual retreats for study.
AJ+C and Campus Living Villages’ previous collaborations include Sydney University’s award-winning
650-bed Village in 2003, and 456-bed student village on the Brisbane campus of the Queensland
University of Technology (Kelvin Grove). AJ+C also designed the 319-bed student housing at the
University of New South Wales, which opened earlier this year.
Michael Heenan recognises the creative evolution that student housing design has undergone in recent
years:
“The student housing being designed today is nothing like the monastic cells we remember from
the past,” says the Principal. “A vibrant active community is established which mimics the broader
community with a range of different apartment sizes, study places, meeting places, streets and town
squares, gently merging into the masterplan of the campus.”
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Construction is due to commence in August this year with opening set for January 2011.
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